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Chapter 1: Endocrine and Metabolic
• Identify common non-musculoskeletal pathology in the Endocrine and Metabolic systems
• Define common signs & symptoms of select pathologies within each system
• Highlight select CPRs, risk factors, interview questions, and associated diagnostic accuracy statistics to aid in differentially diagnosing Endocrine and Metabolic disorders from musculoskeletal pathology.
• Identify situations that require a urgent medical referral

Chapter 2: Immunologic
• Identify common non-musculoskeletal pathology in the Immunologic system
• Define common signs & symptoms of select pathologies within the Immunologic system
• Highlight select predictor variables, risk factors, and physical exam findings to aid in differentially diagnosing Immunologic disorders from musculoskeletal pathology.
• Identify situations that require a urgent medical referral

Chapter 3: Cancer
• Identify common non-musculoskeletal pathology in Cancer
• Define common signs & symptoms of Cancer
• Highlight select predictor variables, risk factors, and physical exam findings to aid in differentially diagnosing Cancer from musculoskeletal pathology.
• Identify situations that require a urgent medical referral